It has been recently argued that Higgsing of theories with U(1) n gauge interactions consistent with the Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC) may lead to effective field theories parametrically violating WGC constraints. The minimal examples typically involve Higgs scalars with a large charge with respect to a U(1) (e.g. charges (Z, 1) in U(1) 2 with Z ≫ 1). This type of Higgs multiplets play also a key role in clockwork U(1) theories. We study these issues in the context of heterotic string theory and find that, while indeed there is no new physics at the standard magnetic WGC scale Λ ∼ g IR M P , the string scale is just slightly above, at a scale ∼ √ k IR Λ. Here k IR is the level of the IR U(1) worldsheet current. We show that, unlike the standard magnetic cutoff, this bound is insensitive to subsequent Higgsing. One may argue that this constraint gives rise to no bound at the effective field theory level since k 0 is model dependent and in general unknown. However there is an additional constraint to be taken into account, which is that the Higgsing scalars with large charge Z should be part of the string massless spectrum, which becomes an upper bound
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, where k 0 is the level of the UV currents. Thus, for fixed k 0 , Z cannot be made parametrically large. The upper bound on the charges Z leads to limitations on the size and structure of hierarchies in an iterated U(1) clockwork mechanism. 
Higgsing and WGC constraints
There has been recently a revived activity in trying to characterize theories which cannot possibly be embedded into a consitent theory of quantum gravity (and hence belong to the swampland [1] ) from those which can, see [2, 3] for a partial list of recent references. The classical constraint is the Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC) [1] which, as applied to a U(1) theory, states that a particle with charge q and mass 1) must exist in the low energy spectrum. A strong version of the conjecture states that the lightest charged state in the theory must obey the inequality. The magnetic version of the constraint indicates there must be an associated scale of new physics at
So making g ≪ 1 is not an innocent weakly coupled limit but implies also a new physics scale. The strongest support for the WGC comes from not having found any counterexamples in string theory, although no formal proof exists at the moment.
This type of bounds may be generalized from particles to instantons, domain walls and branes leading to interesting constraints on axion cosmology, relaxions and other interesting physical systems [1] [2] [3] .
An important question is whether one can identify effective field theories which can be ruled out on the basis of the WGC. In particular if we find an effective low-energy theory violating eq.(1.1) can we conclude that the theory is in the swampland? In ref. [4] it was claimed that the answer to this question is no and an explicit example was shown in which, starting from a theory obeying the WGC, Higgsing can lead to an effective theory parametrically violating eq. 
3)
The latter equality shows that A has norm 1, modulo 1/Z 2 corrections. Now the field ψ 1 couples to the massless gauge boson with an effective charge q 1 = −1/Z. One can make in principle Z parametrically large, so that the WGC bound eq.(1.1) for A is violated for ψ 1 , even if originally the WGC bound before Higgsing is satisfied, as long as the mass
P . One would also predict (wrongly) the existence of new physics at a scale ≃ (g/Z)M p . Thus this is an example of how a perfectly consistent theory is inconsistent with the standard strong and magnetic forms of the WGC upon Higgsing. As we will see shortly, in a string context we can do better.
A String Theory Embedding
Let us consider now a string theory 4D compactification with some U (1) N gauge group and charged matter fields. We consider here heterotic compactifications, which are particularly versatile in producing massless spectra with a variety of charges, sometimes quite large. We will not need to specify a construction and our arguments will apply to any kind of compactification (CY, Gepner, Orbifold, etc) with or without supersymmetry. In heterotic compactifications with any arbitrary non-Abelian G or Abelian group U(1) N the gauge and gravity interactions are unified as (we use conventions as in [5] )
where
are the corresponding fine-structure constants and k G is the Kac-Moody level associated to each non-Abelian gauge factor (a positive integer). In the simplest models k G = 1 whereas for U(1)'s k i is a normalization factor of each Abelian factor which depends on the choice of U (1) generator. It is a positive rational number (integer if all particle charges are chosen integer) which in principle may be arbitrarily large 1 .
To be more precise, with the world-sheet current for a U(1) defined as J Q = iQ I ∂X I , with OPE expansion
one has k 1 = 2Q 2 . Here X I , I = 1 − 16 are the heterotic gauge left-moving coordinates.
Note that although the value of k i is convention dependent, the ratios of the charges of the massless particles q 2 /k i are convention independent.
Reference [7] proved a sublattice version of the WGC which applies precisely to perturbative heterotic compactifications. For a U(1) N factor, modular invariance of the worldsheet CFT leads to the existence of states with
The states have charges in a sublattice with charges (0, . . . k i , . . . 0), and their masses satisfy eq.(1.1).
Consider now a U (1 In any case, since we now what the EFT cutoff is, we can rewrite it in terms of the low energy theory data. The correct magnetic bound corresponding to the above should be
Unlike the original magnetic WGC, this new cutoff scale is not motivated by any black hole considerations, but by stringy physics. Indeed, it is just the string scale! We will now make some considerations about this new cutoff scale:
• Just like the magnetic WGC, equation (2.4) only works in one particular basis, the one in which charges are integer quantized.
• Interestingly, the cutoff is invariant even after Higgsing. Our starting point is a U(1) N theory with charge lattice Z N . In this basis, in which the charge lattice is standard, the U(1)'s are not canonically normalized. The two point functions of the corresponding CFT currents satisfy 5) where k ij is a positive-definite symmetric matrix with integer entries, the level matrix k. Equation (2.5) also tells us the 2-point function of photons in the effective field theory, which allows us to relate it to the gauge coupling matrix α in the kinetic term
directly via a generalization of (2.4),
The columns of k also define a sublattice of Z N . The sublattice WGC says precisely that this sublattice has superextremal states.
We wish to show that (2.7) is invariant under Higgsing. Suppose we have J linearly independent fields, J < N, with charge vectors v j , j = 1, . . . J, which acquire a vev, and let V be the J × N matrix which has the v j as its rows.
Then, Higgsing imposes the condition V A IR = 0, so that A IR lives in the kernel of V. Let { n i }, i = 1, . . . N − J be a orthonormal basis of ker V, and N a matrix which has these for rows. Then the charge lattice after Higgsing is the (N − J)-dimensional sublattice of vectors of the form
Naturally, we should also restrict the gauge coupling and the level matrix to the surviving subspace. Since A = N T A IR , we get k → N T kN and α → N T αN, so that (2.7) still holds after Higgsing.
However, we are not done yet because k → N T kN is not really a level matrix in the same sense that k was in the unhiggsed theory. We defined k to be the charge matrix in a basis where the charge lattice is Z N −J , while Λ IR defined in (2.8) won't be in general. This can be achieved by a further general linear transformation A, which will again preserve (2.7).
In conclusion, it is indeed the case that eqs.(2.4) and (2.7) also apply also after
Higgsing.
• The cutoff we obtained is secretly none other than the string scale. In any effective field theory coming from a stringy compactification, we expect the Kaluza-Klein scale M KK to be below or at the cutoff, so the actual cutoff of the four-dimensional effective field theory will typically be much lower than (2.4).
• As it stands now, one cannot write down the cutoff solely from effective field theory data, since the levels k i do not show up anywhere in the effective field theory; they are extra UV information. This does not mean that the cutoff is useless; as we will see below, just assuming that the theory has a heterotic stringy completion is enough to constrain the model.
• Unlike the WGC, we make no claim of (2.4) being a universal constraint which should always apply in a consistent quantum theory of gravity. Rather, it has the same range of validity as the worldsheet proof of the lattice WGC in [7] : It works for closed-string U(1)'s.
Let us consider now the previous U(1) 2 toy model embedded into such heterotic setting. Let us take for simplicity g 1 = g 2 = g 0 and k 1 = k 2 = k 0 . Consistency with the weakest form of the WGC is still guaranteed, since the particle ψ 2 with charge 1 under the unbroken U(1) will obey the first condition (2.4).The same discussion applies now as in the field theory case, and a particle ψ 1 with charge (1, 0) will couple with a strength ≃ g/Z after Higgsing. This sets the quantum of charge for A IR , so that the charge lattice is simply Z/Z; we get to the canonical normalization simply by multiplication by Z, which yields
Taking this into consideration, equation (2.4) will predict the existence of a new physics scale at
(2.10)
Clockwork
As mentioned before, the level of the current algebra k is not part of the information readily available to the effective field theorist, so it is unclear how to even compute the stringy cutoff. We will now input some extra information about the spectrum, which will be enough to show that the model of [4] cannot be consistently embedded in the present setup, at least for parametrically large Z. That the Clockwork mechanism [9] is also somehow constrained, although the mechanism itself survives if one has a large enough number of Higgsing fields.
Let us recall that in string theory massless fields cannot have arbitrarily large charges or live in arbitrarily high dimensional representations. Massless states obey certain BPS-like conditions which strongly constrain their charges. The mass formula for e.g. left-movers in the string spectrum has the form (see e.g. [5] ) 1) where h int is the contribution to the conformal weight of the state coming from the internal compact space, h KM is the contribution coming from Kac-Moody gauge degrees of freedom (from the E 8 × E 8 or Spin(32) lattice), and N L counts oscilators. Thus for a particle to be in the massless spectrum a necesary condition is to have h KM ≤ 1. On the other hand the gauge conformal weight of a particle transforming in non-Abelian representations R r and transforming under Abelian groups U(1) s with charge q s and normalization k s is given by [8] 2) where k r is the KM level of the associated non-Abelian, c r is the associated dual Coxeter number (e.g. c r = N for SU(N)), and k s is the normalization of the Abelian factors.
C r is the quadratic Casimir of the representation R r .
Coming back to the U(1) 2 toy model, for a scalar in the representation (Z, 1) to be Higgsed (at least by an effective field theory mechanism), it has to be in the string massless spectrum, hence it must have h KM ≤ 1. It is clear from the last term in eq.(3.2) that then there is a bound Z 2 ≤ k 0 and that for fixed k 0 the value of Z cannot be made parametrically large, one rather has
So in a consistent embedding of this model in a heterotic string compactification, we would get a UV cutoff
Let us recap for a moment and see what we've got so far. As already pointed out in [4] , we have obtained a model by Higgsing in which the gauge coupling can be made as tiny as one wants, and in which nothing is happening at the magnetic WGC scale Λ 2 mag. ∼ α IR M 2 P . Equation (2.4) does tell us, however, that the string scale is just a factor of k 0 times higher, so we do get a light cutoff assuming that k 0 is not too high. Equivalently, in stringy setups we cannot take Z to be parametrically large, and thus get a tiny IR gauge coupling, unless k 0 ≫ 1 to begin with. But (3.3) tells us that this is equivalent to start with a tiny gauge coupling in the UV anyway, and begs the question. On top of this, there are no explicit stringy examples with parametrically large k 0 . We conclude that the model of [4] can only be consistently embedded in a heterotic compactification -or in general in the closed string sector of any compactification whatsoever -if Z is not too large.
By iteration of the kind of Higgsing considered in the field theory toy model through N factors in a U (1) N gauge group, with equal charge Z in all Higgsings, one can obtain light fields with highly supressed charges of order Z −N . This is the clockwork mechanism of ref. [9] applied to Abelian gauge interactions. If we were successful in embedding such a model into the heterotic string, the supression would be bounded as 5) so that there is only supression if
N model with N sufficiently large and the required Higgs fields would probably be challenging though. The bound (2.4) implies that the string scale is no further away than
While the mechanism works in principle, we should also note that in the heterotic setting, N is bounded from above as well. The left-moving central charge in heterotic string theory is fixed by conformal invariance to be c L = 22 (26 from bosonic string theory minus four of the noncompact bosons). On the other hand, a Kac-Moody algebra with group g and level k has a contribution to the central charge
and in particular a U(1) N factor contributes N to the central charge. It follows that, in any stringy embedding of the clockwork, N ≤ 22 2 . If the model also includes the SM, the extra contribution to the central charge from the SM gauge fields is 8) which lowers the bound to N ≤ 18. In fact in generic Calabi-Yau (CY) compactifications of the heterotic string which feature no enhaced U(1)'s one rather has N ≤ 12.
Summary
Summing up, we have seen that within string theory Higgsing may produce supressed effective gauge charges (e.g. of order g/Z using (Z, 1) Higgsing Higgsing. One might try to pull k IR = Z 2 k 0 up, and thus remove the low cutoff, but here is however the additional bound Z ≤ k 0 coming from the Higgs scalar being in the string massless spectrum. Taking this into account, the string scale is necessarily k 0 g IR M P . Unlike k IR , k 0 is directly related to details of the string compactification, so there is no natural way to make it parametrically large. In fact, we know of no explicit stringy examples with parametrically large k 0 . For instance, k 0 21 in the family of models studied in [6] .
The same mechanism also restricts the suppression one can make in an iterative clockwork mechanism. In this clockwork mechanism the suppression cannot be stronger than k −N 0 where k 0 is the level of the UV theory. Although k 0 has to be small, it is still possible to achieve a large hierarchy if N is large enough. So these considerations do not prevent the clockwork from being embedded into heterotic string theory. Of course, finding an actual stringy embedding of the clockwork is a much more complicated issue.
In particular, it is not possible to achieve N 12 in generic CY compactifications of the heterotic string.
